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Elfrede Brambley-Crawshaw – Green Party candidate (Waveney) 
 

What do you think are the three biggest issues facing Suffolk businesses in the constituency which 

are you standing? 
 

Waveney businesses have some particularly big issues facing them.  

First it's a very rural constituency with poor transport links and some poor connectivity 
issues. 

Secondly It's largest town, Lowestoft, has faced the same issues as many traditional seaside 
towns.  Decline, poverty and poor decisions made for the high street mean that attracting 
people into Lowestoft is tricky.  

Third, as we transform into a zero carbon economy there will be an important, but 
considerably difficult, transition for local businesses.  It's important to get this right to make 
sure our local economy is resilient in the future and we benefit by taking progressive 
decisions rather than falling behind. 

If you were elected, how do you propose working with Suffolk Chamber of Commerce to address 

these issues?  

My first objective would be to work with the Suffolk Chamber of Commerce and other 

partners to ensure that sustainable transport in the region is addressed.  In order to mitigate 

Climate Change it is not possible to continue building roads, roads also lead people out of 

rural areas rather than encouraging people to spend locally and in Waveney new roads 

would seriously damage the beauty of the area. However it is important to maintain the 

ones we do have well, something that has been a challenge in recent years.  Electric vehicles 

are going to become very important in the next 10 years, without the infrastructure we are 

turning our backs on people who would like to shop and visit in the local area.  Waveney is 

on the Suffolk/Norfolk border and increasingly people with electric cars are travelling to 

Norwich to shop because they can reliably charge their cars there.  Therefore it is very 

important that we rapidly increase our electric car charging network, on the streets and in 

public carparks and lobby businesses like the big supermarkets and Petrol Stations to do the 

same.  Our train service needs to improve rapidly, It's a convenient and fast way to travel 

into Lowestoft, Beccles, Ipswich or even London and back, but the East Suffolk Line needs to 

be a double track all the way, this needs to be made a priority by government, I would lobby 

for this if I was to be elected.  The loop system means that a delay on one train causes a 

delay on every other service, and undermines our local economy and Waveney as an easy 

place to visit.  It's essential that bus services are improved, to connect our rural areas, 

particularly with a high demographic of elderly people who often rely on these services.   

 



Our Towns need to become spaces that are a pleasure to visit, people need to be lured into 

highstreets with the promise of a wonderful experience, for this reason they need to be easy 

to navigate by pedestrians and accessible to cyclists.  We know that when people walk or 

cycle to their local shops, not only to do they have a better connection with the community 

but they are far more likely to spend money in a variety of different places. The 'mini 

Holland' schemes in certain areas around London have brought back local businesses and a 

sense of community https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/cycling/routes-and-maps/cycle-mini-hollands. 

This leads me into the second point, Improving Lowestoft as a place to live in and 

visit.  Lowestoft has a base of highly skilled jobs both in the energy industry, at CEFAS and 

other organisations  and this should increase as support for the wind industry increases and 

renewable energy becomes a national priority.  It is essential that the new housing 

development on the brook peninsula includes a high quality waterfront area, comparable 

with Norwich or Ipswich.  This will encourage highly skilled workers who take jobs in 

Lowestoft to live there too! It's important that towns retain their workers and their money is 

spent locally.  By creating an exciting waterfront area it will encourage more people to 

consider Lowestoft as a tourist destination, with it's beautiful beach as its greatest asset.  To 

kick-start local tourism it is Green Party policy to reduce VAT on food and drink in pubs and 

restaurants, hotel bookings, theatre, museum, gallery and live music tickets.  We also pledge 

in our manifesto to allow small businesses to claim back the national insurance of four 

workers, create low interest loans for small businesses who want to become sustainable and 

make sure 15% of government contracts are given to local businesses.  

It's important that fun events happen if we want to transform the local economy, First Light 

festival is a brilliant example of this, but it's important that these events wrap around the 

seasons.  There is no reason why Lowestoft couldn't have an ice-rink in the Christmas period 

or similar and as MP I would explore all these options. 

Thirdly, becoming zero carbon is a serious but important step that must be taken.  There are 

many advantages it we get this right, including (nationally and locally) the opportunity to 

become work leaders in new technology and ideas.  I am aware of and have been in contact 

with many impressive local businesses who are fearlessly leading the way, from small 

operations like the zero-waste shop on the old Lowestoft Highstreet, Fen Farm Dairy and the 

Cycle Recycle in Beccles to much Larger businesses like Anglia Print at Ellough and Adnams in 

Southwold. I was also lucky enough to visit the Stoke by Nayland Hotel and Spa a few weeks 

ago, they have rather impressively become carbon neutral and have fantastic environmental 

credentials.  They explained how the changes they have made directly allow them to control 

the costs of their business, but how important it is for businesses to have incentives and 

support to make the leap and make these changes.  To support businesses and make sure 

that it is financially worthwhile the Green Party proposes a package of support, including low 

interest loans and grants for new low carbon equipment and investing £2 billion a year in 

training and skills to transition our economy - local authorities will decide how this is spent 

rather than national government. The Green Party's Green New Deal would bring back the 

UK as internationally recognised powerhouse with proactive, wide-scale support for the Uk-

based manufacturing of renewable energy infrastructure 

 

To what extent do you think Brexit is an opportunity or challenge for the Suffolk business 

community – and in what ways? 

 

https://url6.mailanyone.net/v1/?m=1icu28-0006FN-3T&i=57e1b682&c=E8qfuV7MIuUWIovZCYDuyClbH0itJepAZgZDquKIkvG_E_d9-i-aqRzXOGHBa3nSWxiTaLp14wz63cMXNQaZ8DFqu1xPvDfpsjh-T5PQK0NboXv-7VCXb_zpfXGjso9tnRb5m9f0uxWOI_72bGqMiQTn-kG9YXuwf7FIiT1IZOf67x1YrtOinv03tX0rQjigLZK0hbOQexPs9dikoAw8CrNzmDbOESBp5cSmpElmiSoznEphUHkfLcxPvlZ2Ma8OaYngr0bFGM5pTF2VMcE7hQ


I think Brexit will be a challenge for the Suffolk business community, I am an advocate for a 
people's vote on the deal and the Green Party believe that remaining in the EU is the most 
prosperous way forward.  Suffolk is a largely rural area with many businesses relying on 
European labour, ease of trade and connections, even before leaving the EU this has had an 
impact on some businesses.  It concerns me that the UK will need to complete trade deals 
rapidly with much larger economies leaving us vulnerable to accepting low standards during 
the process.  We have benefitted from the some of the most skilled people in Europe 
choosing to make Suffolk their home and it concerns me that we will lose this great resource 
in the future.  I am also conscious that a lot has been promised by politicians, including 
positive changes to the fishing industry, reduction in immigration and greater control, 
however if we want to trade with the rest of the world then similar compromises on these 
issues will have to be made in the future.  For example the British government has always 
been able to choose who to sell its fishing quotas to, but has chosen large European 
trawlers, this is unlikely to change without a radical new approach to fishing as an 
industry.  It is essential that when/if we leave the EU then it happens with complete 
transparency and oversight from parliament, the kind of BREXIT we have will be just as 
important as whether it happens or not. 
 
 

 


